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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Georgia Power Company Docket Nos. 50-424 and 50-425
Vogtle License Nos. CPPR-108 and CPPR-109

The following violations were identified during an inspection conducted on
December 4 - 13, 1984. The Severity' Levels were assigned in accordance with the
MC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C).

1. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III as implemented by PSAR Chapter 17.1.3
requires that measures shall be established to control design activities
including design interfaces and design changes.

Contrary to the above, the following design control problems were identified,

a. On two piping isometric drawings, supports had been redesigned and
renumbered without accompanying design change notices being issued to
update the isometric drawings.

b. Site design personnel performed walkdowns of piping isometric
1K3-1204-008-02 after supports H001 and H002 had been deleted and did
not interface with the A/E design group to determine if replacement

,

i supports had been designed,

c. Design calculations for the replacement ' supports on isometric
IK3-1204-009-02 were not available at the site or the A/E's office.

d. Design errors were found which included the use of the wrong thermal,

i expansion coefficients; the wrong modulus of elasticity; and errors
in calcuation of seismic acceleration.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).2

2. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, as. implemented by PSAR Chapter 17.1.5
requires that activities affecting quality shall be prescribed and accom-
plished in accordance with appropriate procedures.

Contrary to the above rock bolt concrete anchors were improperly installed
without required hardened steel washers 'under the nuts because of the
following procedure problems.

a. Pullman Power Products (PPP) receiving and/or warehouse personnel
disassembled the rock bolts so that the bolts, nuts, and' washers could
be stored separately without- having procedures controlling these
activities.
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b. PPP construction personnel installed the rock bolts without the
hardened steel washers required by the manufacturer's specification ;

which was included as a figure in the PPP installation procedure.

c. PPP- quality control inspectors accepted the installed rock bolts
without washers even though the -installation procedure figure showed
the hardened steel washer as being required.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix- B, Criterion V, as implemented by PSAR Chapter 17.1.5
,

requires that activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by proce-
dures appropriate to the circumstances. Bechtel Specification X4AZ01,
Division P5, Pipe Support Field Fabrication and Installation, provides the
bases .for Pullman Power Products (PPP) . Procedure IX-50, Pipe Support Field
Installation and Fabrication, which is the procedure used by PPP personnel
to install, fabricate, and inspect piping supports.

Contrary to the above, the requirements of Bechtel Specification X4AZ01 are
not reflected in PPP Procedure IX-50 in a manner appropriate to the circum-
stances in that:

a. The Bechtel Specification states that the manufacturer's instructions
shall be followed for installation of such things as variable
and constant spring hangers and pipe clamps, but the PPP procedure only
repeats the wording of the specification requiring that manufacturer's
instructions shall be followed without providing these instructions,

-or providing guidance as -to where to obtain the instructions. As a
result, PPP personnel ' installed and inspected pipe support components
without details of the manufacturer's instructions.

b. The Bechtel Specification states ~ that all bolted connections using
high strength bolts in piping and pipe support systems will have
hardened steel washers under the bolt head and the nut, but the PPP
procedure does not include that requirement.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement ~II).

4. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented. by PSAR Chapter 17.1.5 -
requires . that -activities affecting quality be accomplished. in accordance

! with procedures.

Pullman Power Products' (PPP) Nondestructive . Examination Procedure*

IX-MT-5-AWS75, Magnetic Particle Examination Procedure for Structural '

-

Steel AWS D1.1-75, requires in tar the use of a magnetic field
indicator to verify magnetic _fielt riequacy.

PPP Nondestructive Examination Procedure X-20(B), Ultrasonic Thickness
Measurement of Materials, requires in part the verification of a known
intermediate thickness, between the thinnest and thickest materials

used to calibrate-the instrument.
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Contrary to the above, the following activities were not accomplished in*

accordance with required procedures.

! a. PPP nondestructive examinations involving magnetic particle examination - i

of structural welds in the Unit 1 containment pipe racks were conducted |
without . verifying magnetic field adequacy. with a magnetic field
indicator.

!

b. PPP nondestructive examination involving ultrasonic thickness examina-
tion performed on and adjacent to a 4-inch diameter. stainless steel

; reactor coolant system weld was. conducted without performing the
intermediate thickness verification.to complete the three point cali-j

bration.

; This.is.a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

; 5. 10 CFR 50' Appendix B, Criterion' V, as11mplemented by PSAR Chapter 17.1.5 -
procedures

requires- that activities affecting quality shall be prescribed by(PPP) .
'

appropriate to the circumstances. Pullman Power Products -
Nondestructive Examination Procedure X-20(B) . requires the use of calibration
blocks to calibrate ultrasonic instruments-prior to use.

Contrary to the above, PPP Procedure'X-20(B) requires the use of calibration;

blocks but does not provide, nor reference, a procedure for the identifi-
cation and control of the calibration blocks. PPP ultrasonic thickness

j measurements were conducted after calibration lof the instrument using an
uncontrolled and. essentially identified calibration block.

This is.a' Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

l Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, you are required- to submit-to this' office within 30
days of the date of this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply,
including: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violations; (2) the reasons

.

for the. violations -if admitted; (3) the _ corrective steps which have bee'n taken!

i and the-results achieved; (4) corrective steps which will be taken to avoid
j further violations; and (5) the' date when full compliance-will- be achieved.

i. Security' or- -safeguards ' information 1should be submitted as .an i enclosure ' to
facilitate withholding it fran public disclosure as required by 10 CFR-2.790(d)-1

f 'or 10 CFR,73.21.-

:NAR L41985.
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